This Realm of the Sea Emperor Structure Deck is ready to Duel, right out of the box. So you're all set to start playing, but first look over this handy Dueling guide. It points out some of the key combos you can use while you master the strategies of your new Deck.

**Deck List**

### Monster Cards
- Poseidra, the Atlantean Dragon
- Atlantean Dragoons
- Atlantean Marksman
- Atlantean Heavy Infantry
- Atlantean Pikeman
- Atlantean Attack Squad
- Lost Blue Breaker
- Armed Sea Hunter
- Spined Gillman
- Deep Sea Diva
- Mermaid Archer
- Codarus
- Warrior of Atlantis
- Abyss Soldier
- Skreech
- Snowman Eater
- Nightmare Penguin
- Penguin Soldier
- Deep Diver
- Reese the Ice Mistress
- Mother Grizzly
- Friller Rabca

### Spell Cards
- Call of the Atlanteans
- A Legendary Ocean
- A Legendary Ocean
- Terraforming
- Water Hazard
- Aqua Jet
- Surface
- Moray of Greed
- Salvage
- Dark Hole
- Big Wave Small Wave

### Trap Cards
- Aegeis of the Ocean Dragon Lord
- Forgotten Temple of the Deep
- Tornado Wall
- Torrential Tribute
- Spiritual Water Art - Aoi
- Gravity Bind
- Poseidon Wave
**HOW TO PLAY THIS DECK**

**Atlantean Dragoons** lets your Level 3 **Atlantean Marksman** attack directly. When it does, you can Summon another Level 3 Atlantean monster from your Deck, like **Atlantean Attack Squad** and attack directly again! Once you have 3 Level 3 or lower WATER monsters on the field, you can Special Summon **Poseidra, the Atlantean Dragon** from your hand or Graveyard to unleash a mega-wave that will wash away your opponent's Spells and Traps along with their monsters' ATK. You can even bring the Tributed monsters back next turn with **Call of the Atlanteans**!

---

**SPECIAL SUMMON FROM THE GRAVEYARD!**

- **Call of the Atlanteans**: Special Summons 3 Level 3 or lower Sea Serpents from your Graveyard.

**LEVEL 3 OR LOWER WATER MONSTERS**

- **Atlantean Marksman**
- **Atlantean Attack Squad**

**ADD SEA SERPENTS TO YOUR HAND!**

If you send **Atlantean Dragoon** to the Graveyard to activate the effect of a WATER monster, like **Abyss Soldier**, you also add a Sea Serpent from your Deck to your hand!

---

**SPECIAL SUMMON FROM YOUR HAND OR GRAVEYARD!**

You can Special Summon **Poseidra, the Atlantean Dragon** from your hand OR Graveyard with its effect. If you Tributed **Atlantean Marksman** or **Atlantean Heavy Infantry**, their destructive effects will pick off whatever cards Poseidra could not.
TO ACTIVATE A WATER MONSTER’S EFFECT?

Atlantean Marksman and some other cards in your Deck have effects that work "when this card is sent to the Graveyard to activate a WATER monster's effect". You can use these monster effects when you discard them to use Abyss Soldier's effect, or Tribute them to Special Summon Poseidra, the Atlantean Dragon. That's because your Atlantean Marksman is being sent to the Graveyard to pay the cost of activating those WATER monsters' effects. The cost of an effect always comes before a semicolon (;) in the text, so read every new WATER monster you get carefully. If you send your Marksman to the Graveyard before the semicolon, you get its bonus effect!

This is the cost to use Poseidra's effect.

You can Tribute 3 Level 3 or lower WATER monsters;
POWER UP WITH PACKS!

Make your Structure Deck more powerful by adding cards from Booster Packs (sold separately). Here are some cards that can make your Realm of the Sea Emperor Structure Deck even stronger (you may need to buy multiple Booster Packs to pull these cards).

LEGENDARY COLLECTION 3: YUGI’S WORLD

Your Realm of the Sea Emperor Structure Deck excels at Summoning many small monsters and attacking directly with them thanks to Atlantean Dragoons. Supercharge your direct-attacking Atlantean army with a big ATK boost from The Seal of Orichalcos!

BATTLE PACK: EPIC DAWN

Poseidra, the Atlantean Dragon isn’t the only monster you can Summon by Tributing 3 monsters! You can also use your Call of the Atlanteans Spell Card to Summon 3 monsters to Tribute for Beast King Barbaros. This will activate Barbaros’ ability to wipe out every card your opponent controls! If you flip Call of the Atlanteans on your opponent’s turn, you can even Xyz Summon with your monsters on your turn.

NINJAS

Ninjitsu Art of Super-Transformation (from Order of Chaos) can transform a Ninja and an enemy monster into a new Sea Serpent monster, like your Atlantean monsters! You can even Summon Blue Dragon Ninja (from Return of the Duellist), a Ninja that’s also a Sea Serpent. Reduce its Level to 4 with A Legendary Ocean and you can Normal Summon it for free too.

ABYSS RISING

Your Structure Deck excels at sending WATER monsters to the Graveyard. Once you have exactly 5, you can unleash Moulinglacia the Elemental Lord, a mighty monster that freezes and shatters two cards in your opponent’s hand when you Summon it. A Legendary Ocean lowers the Levels of your monsters, but if you want to raise them for an Xyz Summon, combo Call of the Atlanteans with Lemuria, the Forgotten City. Your 3 monsters will all gain 3 Levels, letting you Xyz Summon some truly incredible monsters!
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